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5000 ft. per minute and discharging into a volute casing. Results of
tests for each type of fan plotted in this manner will furnish their own
particular characteristics.
From such curves the performance at any other peripheral speed may
be determined for the same type of fan by applying the following laws:
The volume dealt with varies directly as the peripheral speed; the head,
or maintained resistance, as the square of the speed; power as the cube of
the speed.
The efficiency will remain constant for any particular load-point on the
curve.
For a given load, at a given speed, the capacity will vary as the square
of the diameter of the fan wheel.
Formulating the above laws for anv given fan whose wheel diameter is
D ft.
The peripheral speed = 3*i4DN ft. per minute.
V  ex N;  h oc N2;  B.H.P.  a N3.
Change of initial density or air pressure will effect the head and horse-
power in direct proportion.
From fig. 5 it will be seen that the fan works at its highest efficiency over
a small range of capacity, and suffers in performance when working either
below or beyond its capacity or full blast. When working below its capacity,
air is slipping back between the blades at some points and delivering at others.
Fans having radial corrugations in the blades maintain a high efficiency
over a greater range of capacity.
The chief features affecting the performance are:
 1.	Size and shape of air entrance.
 2.	Relative size, length, depth, curvature and angles, and number of
blades.
 3.	The casing in which the wheel is placed.
The diameter and width of blades depend largely upon the quantity
passing. The inlet diameter is usually a function of the wheel diameter,
and the radial velocity at the blade entrance ought to be approximately that
of the flow through the fan inlet.
The radial area at blade entrance ought then to be equal to the smallest
area of the fan inlet.
The head against which the fan operates is a function of the peripheral
speed, i.e. wheel diameter and rotational speed. Theoretically, when any
centrifugal impeller is delivering its full blast, the pressure head when
leaving the tips is equal to the velocity head, or, in other words, the total
head at the wheel tip exists as half pressure and half velocity energy.
Fan Wheels.—Losses common to all fans occur when imparting
momentum to the air during its passage through the wheel, due to surface
friction and sudden changes of velocitv and direction. To minimize these

